
Mounting on forks or large Shock bodies
(mountain bike forks, motorcycle forks, UTV and truck shocks)

Universal Fork Adapter

Universal Slacker Mount

universal slacker mount
Strap the mount firmly to

the lower fork or shock tube.

universal fork adapter

Strap the mount firmly to
the upper fork or shock tube.

(comes with Slacker)

Add the bike to your profile.
(Request a new bike if not listed)
add the baseline settings.
(Under the main bike profile)
add fork and shock travel.
(Used to calculate percentages)
open the virtual remote.
(Icon in top left of home screen)
turn Slacker on.
(You are ready to get dialed)

service assistant setup

smart
start

download the app

ios and android

online support

motool.co/support

support@motool.co | 1.800-741.7702

Universal Slacker Mount
The Universal Slacker Mount allows you to use Slacker on any e-bike, mountain
bike, or motorcycle with odd axles, and also anywhere the mount can be strapped,
like a shock or strut. Simply strap the mount where you want to place Slacker and
then stick the universal magnet to the steel mounting disc. 

What’s
in the
box?

5x mount placement stickers

universal Adapter

2x 7mm seat rail loops

2x hook and loop cinch straps



FUlly Extended FUlly Compressed
Record rear travel in Service Assistant app for precise calculations.

air shocks Record current pressure.
(Used to re-inflate shock)

deflate the shock.
(Take care to not damage the valve)

Mount Slacker and turn it on.
(Slacker should read “0”)

Bottom the shock out.
(Push the shock through the stroke)
Record the result in the app.
(Record the fork and shock travel)
Re-inflate the shock.
(You are ready to get dialed)

one-time calibration
for mtb air shocks

coil spring
one-time calibration

for mtb coil shocks
remove shock spring.
(Re-mount the shock body)
lift the rear of the bike.
(Make sure the shock is fully extended)
Mount Slacker and turn it on.
(Slacker should read “0”)
Bottom the shock out.
(Push the shock through the stroke)
Record the result in the app.
(Add both fork and shock travel)
Re-install the spring.
(You are ready to get dialed)

7mm Seat Rail Loop

Universal Slacker Mount

Mounting Slacker for MTB Shock

7mm seat rail loop
Snap the loop on the rail.

universal slacker mount
Strap the mount firmly to

the rear of the  frame.

*Place one of the  included stickers to mark the mount location.


